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Russian-born art ist -researcher-
curator-forager-lecturer based in 
London. I work with recorded and live 
media, photography, and writing. I 
am the founder of the international 
peer-group The Political Animal. 

Since 2016 I have been working 
within the field of animal theory. 
Currently, there are four distinct 
environments in my practice: a 
speculative multispecies storytelling 
project themed around the notion 
a n d p r a c t i c e o f h e a l i n g , a 
supernatural love story performance 
and video project with a scent 
narrative based on the poem Le Gars 
( M a r i n a Ts v e t a e v a , 1 9 2 2 ) , a 
collaborative oceanic research 
project focused on recognition of 
more-than-human personhood and 
cetacean rehabilitation efforts, and an 
exploration of vegetal worlds and 
how plants can help us visualise 
hidden disability, via a decolonial 
detour mapping trajectories of plant 
propagation. 

I am a Film Practice Fellow at The Centre for Film and Ethics , 
Queen Mary University of London (2019-2022), a Virtual 
Artist in Residence at Global Research Network (2019-2020), 
and a recipient of Arts Council England Developing Your 
Creative Practice Grant (2019-2020). 

www.olgakoroleva.com 
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JrF: how concerned are you with the durability (physical or cultural) 
of your work?  

  
OK: Everything is temporary; so I am not at all concerned.   

JrF: where is the line between success and failure? (you can choose 
to answer this in terms of your artistic career or the work itself)  

  
OK: There isn’t one; this is an imaginary line we have been 
conditioned to think exists.   

JrF: given that most artwork becomes a collaboration between the 
work itself and where it is experienced (physical or online) what is 
your approach to placing your work?  

  
OK: I am currently working on two projects for online delivery: one 
is a supernatural love story based on Marina Tsvetaeva’s 1922 
poem Le Gars, supported by Arts Council England - it will also 
feature a scent narrative; the other is a speculative multispecies 
single-screen video work themed around healing. Both works are 
designed specifically so that one can experience them at home 
allowing for greater accessibility to artworks not only in the time of 
a global pandemic but all of the time, and a more tailored viewing.  



The Other 
2016/21 

performance for camera  
(with Latana Phoung) 

single-screen video with a scent narrative 
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JrF: what is the connection, regardless of the role of chance, 
between your first interest in art and your current explorations?  

  
OK: I can’t explain why but lens-based media have always 
interested me. There was an old Zenith camera tucked away on a 
shelf in our walk-in cupboard (kladovka) – the same room where I 
used to leaf through Dalí (see below). It intrigued me as an object, 
a thing that was defunct, but somehow that only ignited my 
curiously about if and how I could get it to work. I gradually 
convinced my mum to give me a camera (then automatic) and 
began to take photographs at around seven or eight. Cameras are 
my first love and I still work primarily with photography and 
moving image today.  

JrF: do you remember your first experience of ‘art’ and how it felt?  

  

OK: For me there were three, if I may, distinct instances of 
becoming aware of art at a young age. My hometown Tula is 
known for its arts and crafts; there was a bazaar by the central post 
office building where local painters and craftsmen (always men) 
offered their work for sale. These were traditional nature paintings 
completed in oil; others were made out of crushed semi-precious 
stones; there were also small souvenirs made out of jasper that the 
Ural region is so famous for (and where my Tatar grandfather 
comes from). I loved the tactile qualities of these, and how the 
images changed when you looked at them up close.   

Then there was a tome of Salvador Dalí s reproductions my mum 
once received as a gift but wasn’t keen on; I was absolutely 
entranced by it. I spent hours studying each image; other worlds 
were possible, alive and thriving in these works; interrelations 
between beings were complex – I might even say that these were 
intra-active relations, as per Karen Barad’s theory.   



The third significant event was seeing the first Soviet rock opera 
Juno and Avos at the tender age of eight. This was an 
unashamedly bold and brave production that is part of the 
Lenkom theatre, albeit with a new and changing cast, to this day. 
Today we might call it an immersive experience; the base notes 
from the live rock orchestra resonated through my whole body; 
theatre was never the same for me since and no other play quite 
measures up to it. Karachentsov, who sadly died in 2018, 
instantaneously became my favourite actor. Named after two ships 
and based on a true story of Nikolai Rezanov (enter: complicated 
colonial history; he was an Arctic explorer) and Conchita - the 
daughter of the comandante Concepción Argüello, it was a tragic 
and powerful love story. I remember thinking that surely this can’t 
be based on real events - it felt too fantastic, geographically and 
culturally complex, and the age difference - Rezanov was forty and 
Conchita fifteen when they met - far too unconventional. I am very 
grateful for this early experience.   

JrF: in a world that both values (culturally) and often undervalues 
(as a sustainable career) art how would you describe the benefit to 
your daily life of being an artist?  

  

OK: I don’t know if the world undervalues art necessarily. Certain 
institutions and the capitalist system do, for sure. Many worlds exist 
outside of these confines. Working in the ways that I do, which is 
often in collaboration with other people, world views, and 
creatures, helps me learn more about myself, and what I can 
contribute towards a better understanding and practice of a 
sustainable Earthly future. I love teaching, too; it’s been a huge 
part of this learning process over the past couple of years.   
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